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ABSTRACT: The weak-field ligand environments at the metal nodes of
metal−organic frameworks (MOFs) mimic the electronic environment of
metalloenzyme active sites, but little is known about the reactivity of MOF
nodes toward small molecules of biological relevance. Here, we report that the
ferrous ions in Fe2+-exchanged MOF-5 disproportionate nitric oxide to
produce nitrous oxide and a ferric nitrito complex. Although mechanistic
studies of N−N bond forming transformations often invoke a hyponitrite
species, as in nitric oxide reductase and NOx reduction catalysis, little is
known about this intermediate in its monoanionic state. Together with the
first report of N−N coupling between NO molecules in a MOF, we present
evidence for a species that is consistent with a ferric hyponitrite radical, whose
isolation is enabled by the spatial constraints of the MOF matrix.

■ INTRODUCTION

The chemical transformation of nitric oxide mediated by
transition metal ions underlies crucial processes in both nature
and in environmental protection. NO is a chief component of
NxOy species that contaminate the atmosphere1 and is targeted
in NxOy reduction catalysis.2,3 Immune response, blood
pressure control, and neurotransmission require the generation
and decay of nitric oxide4 by metal-containing molecules such
as the heme enzyme known as soluble guanylyl cyclase (sGC).5

Although NO transformations in these biological examples
occur under homogeneous conditions, they are mediated by
active sites and clusters supported by weak-field ligands such as
carboxylates and imidazolates. These functionalities are
identical to those found in most metal−organic frameworks
(MOFs), making the latter intriguing candidates for functional
biomimetic studies.
With mounting recent evidence from us and others that

MOF nodes can undergo redox transformations,6−11 we have
begun exploring the chemistry of biologically relevant small
molecules by conceiving of the metal nodes as electronically
isolated molecules. Here, we show that Fe2+-substituted
Zn4O(terephthalate)3 (Fe2+-MOF-5) mediates the dispropor-
tionation of NO with formation of N2O. In this material, the
key N−N coupling step required for the formation of N2O
from NO involves a single Fe atom, in contrast with natural
systems that evolve N2O, such as nitric oxide reductase (NOR),
where bimetallic FeFe centers are required for the formation of
the N−N bond12,13 through a putative hyponitrite species.14−17

Additional investigations into the mechanism of this reaction
allowed us to identify a species that is most consistent with a
ferric hyponitrite radical. To our knowledge, these results are
the first to provide experimental evidence of a monoanionic
hyponitrite radical intermediate implicated in the formation of a
N−N bond, and constitute the first example of a MOF
promoting NO reactivity of any kind. Although the
disproportionation of 3 equiv of NO in Fe2+-MOF-5 is a
different transformation than what occurs in NOR and deNOx
catalysts, this study highlights the potential of MOFs as useful
platforms for studying the general features that underlie
transformations of small molecules by isolating uncommon
intermediates in biologically relevant ligand fields.

■ RESULTS

Early evidence that Fe2+-MOF-5, shown in Figure 1, displays a
unique interaction with NO originated in our previous report of
an activated {FeNO}7 complex with an NO stretching
frequency of 1793 cm−1, much lower than those reported for
NO interacting with other MOFs.9 We attributed this strong
activation of NO to the iron sites in the original Fe2+-MOF-5
being in a high spin configuration. Indeed, magnetic
susceptibility measurements confirm that Fe2+-MOF-5 features
isolated S = 2 ferrous ions (Supporting Information Figure S1).
At room temperature, the material displays a μeff of 5.07 μB,
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near the expected 4.90 μB. Our initial evidence that Fe
2+-MOF-

5 promotes further reactivity with NO came from observing the
spectral features of the {FeNO}7 species decay over the course
of several minutes. Whereas treatment of an evacuated sample
of yellow Fe2+-MOF-5 with NO at room temperature induced a
color change to black, corresponding to the formation of iron
nitrosyl {FeNO}7 (B, in Scheme 1), continued exposure to NO

caused the black crystals to gradually turn bright orange. The
decay of the black {FeNO}7 adduct and the formation of the
new orange product was followed by in situ diffuse reflectance
UV−vis-NIR spectroscopy, which evidenced the decay of the
broad ligand-to-metal NO(π*)→ d charge transfer band at 476
nm present in B (Supporting Information Figure S2).
In situ diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform

spectroscopy (DRIFTS) provided further clues for the
decomposition of B. The strong band centered at 1793 cm−1,
attributed to the N−O stretch (νNO) of the nitrosyl group in B,
decreased in intensity over 10 min (Figure 2), with
concomitant emergence of new bands at 1178 and 868 cm−1

arising from what we label as species C. Surprisingly, the new
bands from C reached their maximum intensity after 30 min
and then receded over the course of another 30 min, leaving a
new set of resonant features at 1220, 1000, and 797 cm−1,
evidencing the formation of a yet new species, D.
Representative spectra from the time evolution DRIFTS
analysis of steps B → C and C → D are shown in Figure 2.
For completeness, all spectra are shown in Supporting
Information Figure S3. The IR frequencies describing the A
→ B → C → D transformation are summarized in Table 1.
Although species C was observed only transiently under excess
NO, we were able to isolate it by evacuating our in situ
DRIFTS cell immediately before the spectral features from

species D began to emerge. Species C is stable under vacuum or
N2, but produces species D in less than a minute after exposure
to NO. Analysis of the final material by powder X-ray
diffraction (PXRD) confirmed that the crystallinity is retained
throughout the entire transformation (Supporting Information
Figure S4). Moreover, a Brunauer−Emmett−Teller (BET)
analysis of an N2 adsorption isotherm measured at 77 K for the
final species, D, revealed a surface area of 3218 m2/g, in
agreement with that reported for MOF-5 itself.18 Analysis of
the adsorption data using density functional theory19 revealed a
narrow pore size distribution centered at 12.68 Å. This value is
similar to the 11.79 Å we measured for the Fe-MOF-5 starting
material and comparable to the diameter observed by X-ray
crystallography. Therefore, the PXRD and N2 isotherm analyses
confirmed that no part of the material decomposed during the
transformation (Supporting Information Figure S5).
To investigate whether any gases are evolved during the B →

C → D reaction sequence, we sampled the headspace of the
batch reactor used for in situ DRIFTS by real-time gas analysis
and quadrupole mass spectrometry (RGA-MS). Because signal
spikes can be artifacts of monitoring MS in flow, we altered the
setup to detect N2O with greater certainty: once the full B→ D
sequence was completed after about 1 h, as indicated by
DRIFTS, we cooled the reactor to −150 °C and applied
vacuum so that frozen N2O would remain in the chamber, but
excess NO and N2, expected to remain in the gaseous phase at
this temperature, would not. The reactor was warmed to room
temperature and attached in line to the mass spectrometer with
a flow of He/Ar. After establishing a stable baseline for signals
at 30 and 44 amu, corresponding to NO and N2O, respectively,
the reactor was opened to the flow setup for detection. As
shown in Supporting Information Figure S6, a signal appeared
for N2O and took 132 s to reach baseline levels, whereas the
detection of NO remained unperturbed.
With evidence that N2O is evolved as part of the sequential B

→ C → D transformation, we employed X-ray absorption
spectroscopy (XAS) to probe the oxidation states and
coordination environments of the iron sites in C and D,
since they were expected to change during these trans-
formations. Comparing the K-edge spectrum of pristine Fe2+-
MOF-5 to those of species C and D revealed a shift to higher
energy in both the pre-edge (1s → 3d) and rising edge (1s →
2p) features (Figure 3), suggesting that the iron sites undergo
one e− oxidation to Fe3+ relative to species A (Fe2+-MOF-5), a
ferrous compound. By analyzing the difference spectrum from
the XAS data, the extended X-ray absorption fine structure
(EXAFS) regions indicate that both C and D contain additional
ligands (Figure 3). These new scattering pairs were fit to a
coordination number of 0.9 at a distance of 1.98(2) Å for C and
1.2 at a distance of 2.08(2) Å for D.
The zero-field 57Fe Mössbauer spectrum recorded at 70 K for

species D exhibits two broad resonances that can be described
using an isomer shift δ = 0.5(1) mm/s and a quadrupole
splitting ΔEQ = 0.75(4) mm/s (see Figure S7). These values
are typical of high-spin ferric ions. The observed broadening
originates from the incidence of unresolved magnetic hyperfine
splitting, as is typical of Kramers systems. These observations
confirm that all iron sites in D are oxidized to mononuclear,
high-spin Fe(III) ions. In contrast, the zero-field spectrum
recorded at 4.2 K for the starting material A consists of a
quadrupole doublet with resonances that are much narrower
and are characterized by δ = 1.15(2) mm/s and ΔEQ = 3.03
(1). These values are typical of high-spin Fe(II) ions.20 Finally,

Figure 1. Illustration of the secondary building unit of MOF-5 where
Fe2+ substitutes one of the Zn2+ ions to furnish Fe2+-MOF-5.

Scheme 1
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the X-band electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectra
recorded at 77 K for species C and D showed broad resonances
centered at giso = 4.3, common for mononuclear, high-spin
ferric ions (see Supporting Information Figures S8 and S9).21

To verify our mass spectrometry assignment of N2O
evolution as well as the vibrational spectral features of our
DRIFTS data, we repeated these experiments using 15NO. As
shown in Figure 4, all except one of the peaks that evolve
during the B → C → D sequence are sensitive to isotopic
substitution, indicating that they involve the transformation of
NxOy species. The νNO of B shifts from 1793 to 1760 cm−1,
which is close to the difference of 32 cm−1 expected from the
harmonic oscillator approximation. When C is formed from
15NO, peaks grow in at 1155 and 863 cm−1. These are shifted
by 25 and 5 cm−1 relative to those observed with natural
abundance NO, but deviate from shifts of 21 and 16 cm−1

predicted by the harmonic oscillator approximation. As species
D is formed from 15NO, features appear at 1193 and 776 cm−1

that are shifted by 33 and 20 cm−1, respectively. These shifts
also deviate from the harmonic oscillator predictions of 22 and
14 cm−1 for pure N−O stretches. The transient DRIFTS
spectra under 15NO are shown in Supporting Information
Figure S10, and the values are summarized in Table 1.
Interestingly, the mode at 1000 cm−1, which is not present in
Fe2+-MOF-5, is not sensitive to isotopic substitution. Finally,
sampling the headspace by using the same procedure as for
natural abundance NO revealed a prominent mass fragment at
46 amu, as expected for doubly 15N-labeled (15N)2O,
confirming that both expected products from NO disproportio-
nation are present at the end of the reaction sequence
(Supporting Information Figure S11).

■ DISCUSSION

Taken together, the observations described above are
consistent with the reaction sequence shown in Scheme 1.
Because the transformation occurs over the span of an hour, by

Figure 2. In situ DRIFTS collected on Fe-MOF-5 during reaction with NO. Species B is shown in pink, species C in blue, and species D in gold. IR-
active modes are depicted in the same color as the corresponding spectral feature.

Table 1. Measured DRIFTS Bands for Species B−D in cm−1

that Appear after Treating Fe-MOF-5 with NOa

natural abundance NO 15NO

B 1793 (s) 1760 (s)
C 1178 (m), 868 (w) 1155 (m), 863 (w)
D 1220 (m), 1000 (m), 797 (w) 1193 (m), 1000 (m), 776 (w)

aIntensities are indicated in parentheses.

Figure 3. X-ray absorption spectra of Fe-MOF-5 (green), species C
(blue), and species D (gold). Comparative R-space EXAFS are shown
in large format with comparative XANES shown as an inset.
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assuming pseudo-first-order dependence on Fe2+ sites, we
estimate that k < 0.01 s−1 for the rate-determining step. An
informative comparison can be drawn from a recent report on
the isolation of an {FeNO}7 species within the material known
as Fe-MOF-74.11 In this material, the {FeNO}7 species does
not proceed onto further disproportionation, perhaps because
the {FeNO}7 lack open coordination sites. Scheme 1 likely
occurs in Fe-MOF-5 because the ferrous sites begin with four-
coordinate geometry. The frequencies of the isotopically
sensitive normal modes are consistent with the N−O IR-active
modes of various NxOy species, such as NO2

− or N2O2
m−,

where m = 1 or 2, which are expected to result as products or
intermediates from nitric oxide disproportionation.22 Because
the band that emerges with D at 1000 cm−1 is not susceptible
to isotopic substitution, it likely originates from a new lattice
mode that is induced by geometric distortions of the iron sites.
Of the three possible binding modes of NO2

− to the ferric
centers, the EXAFS data of D are best fitted to a model where
the NO2

− is bound to Fe3+-MOF-5 in η1 fashion. The distance
of 2.08(2) Å is suggestive of either a nitrito species,23−25 or a
nitro (i.e., N-bound) species.26−28 Although nitrito species with
η2 coordination also display distances near the value we
observed for D,24,29,30 EXAFS analysis identified only one
scatterer near the Fe atom, rather than two. The DRIFTS
feature at 797 cm−1 observed for species D is similar to
reported values for δONO, while the band at 1220 cm−1 is
reasonable for νNO for N−O species with bond orders between
one and two, as found in nitrite.31

A more complicated assignment befits species C. Initially, the
conversion from C to D seemed to be an isomerization
between coordination modes of NO2

−, such as between N-
bound and chelating. However, the observation that C is
isolable by applying vacuum and that it forms D only upon
addition of NO necessarily implies that C be an intermediate
formed by the reaction of Fe2+-MOF-5 with only 2 equiv of
NO. The EXAFS fitting for C suggests that the NxOy species
bound to Fe is η1 at a distance of 1.98 Å, while the near-edge
data confirm that C is most likely a ferric species, as
corroborated by EPR (Supporting Information Figure S9).
Finally, the IR stretch observed in C at 1178 cm−1 is in the
region of N−O bond orders between one and two,31 while the
feature at 868 cm−1 is consistent with N−O symmetric

stretching modes.32,33 Together, these data depict C as a ferric
η1 hyponitrite radical species.
To further support our vibrational spectroscopy assignments

for C and D, we performed density functional theory
calculations on truncated models of Fe2+-MOF-5. Rather than
consider the entire lattice, calculations were based on
FeZn3O(O2C−C6H5)6 clusters where carbon atoms in the 1
and 4 positions of the benzoates were fixed to simulate
geometrical constraints imposed by the MOF (Supporting
Information Figures S12−S16). To interrogate C, we studied
three model compounds with the formula N2O2FeZn3O(O2C−
C6H5)3 where N2O2 is bound either η1 through a terminal O
(ONNO−), η2 through a side-bound NO group (ONN−O), or
η2 with chelating O atoms (−ONNO−). These coordination
modes are shown in Scheme 1. For D, we studied two model
compounds with the formula NO2FeZn3O(O2C−C6H5)3
where NO2 is either bound η1 through the N atom (−NO2)
or η2 through chelating O atoms (−ONO−), as also shown in
Scheme 1. We also attempted to calculate the isomer where
NO2 is bound η1 through an O atom, but the calculated
geometry converged into chelating coordination. After
geometry optimizations, frequency calculations were performed
on all compounds to simulate IR spectra and Gibbs free
enthalpies at 298.15 K (ΔG). For species C, among the N2O2
isomers, −ONNO− was predicted to be the most stable, albeit
by only 3.59 and 7.08 kcal/mol relative to the ONNO− and
ONN−O isomers, respectively. These differences are quite
small considering the restrictions imposed on our truncated
models. Instead, comparing the calculated parameters with
measured observables is more informative. Thus, the Fe−O
bond lengths calculated for −ONNO−, 1.88 and 1.89 Å, and
for ONN−O, 2.07 Å, are significantly different from that
measured by XAS, 1.98 Å. In contrast, closer matches are
calculated for the ONNO−isomer, at 2.02 Å. Our calculations
predict bond lengths for all isomers of D that are longer than
that observed, with the −NO2 isomer in slightly better
agreement than the −ONO− isomer, despite the latter being
predicted as more stable by 3.63 kcal/mol (see Supporting
Information Figures S15 and S16). Despite the chelating
isomers being predicted to be more thermodynamically stable,
the final geometries resemble end-on coordination modes.
Comparing the calculated frequencies to the observed values

aids our identification of C and D. Among the models

Figure 4. Comparative DRIFTS features for species B (pink), species C (blue), and species D (gold) shown when using natural abundance NO
(dark traces) and 15NO (light traces).
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considered for C, the structurally similar ONNO− and ONN−
O agree better than the chelating −ONNO− (see Table 2).
Bands at 1164 and 1158 cm−1 for ONNO− and ONN−O,
respectively, resemble the observed value of 1178 cm−1,,
whereas −ONNO− lacks any band in that region. Importantly,
our calculations predict that C and D should exhibit bands
between 1400 and 1500 cm−1. However, as shown in
Supporting Information Figure S3, that region is dominated
by strong MOF-based transitions, which likely mask the
expected NxOy-based bands. For D, the −NO2 isomer has
the best match with the experiments. Most tellingly, the
alternative −ONO− isomer lacks a band around 700−800
cm−1 corresponding to NO2-based dipole changes. Because this
region is devoid of any other bands, the absence of the expected
bands for the −ONO− isomer strongly point to −NO2 (i.e.,
nitro) as the correct assignment for D.
To better understand the location of charge and spin density

in species C and D, we analyzed the Natural Atomic Orbitals
and Natural Bond Orbitals of −ONNO−, ONNO−, ONN−O,
−NO2, and −ONO−. For all model compounds, the Natural
Charge and Natural Spin Density on the Fe atom were lower
than expected for a high-spin ferric center. As shown in
Supporting Information Tables S1−S5, the Natural Charge was
calculated to be less than +2 and the Natural Spin Density to be
less than 4. Nevertheless, the N and O atoms on the nitrite and
hyponitrite ligands possess substantial Natural Spin Density, as
do the carboxylate oxygen atoms bound to the Fe. In other
words, Fe bears much of the e− density that would typically be
placed on the NxOy ligand according to the “X-type” ligand
classification method. Another key insight from these analyses
is that C and D are probably best understood through
multireference computational methods. Inspecting the Natural
Bond Orbitals on Fe reveals each of the d orbitals in the α-
manifold to be fully occupied, as would be expected for a high
spin ferric center. The β-manifold, however, shows fractional
occupation across the d orbitals for all model compounds.
Instead of describing the wave function by a single determinant,
this fractional occupation indicates that multiple electronic
configurations or mixing with low-lying excited states might
produce a better agreement with the bond distances
determined by EXAFS analysis.
By assigning C, we provide the first experimental evidence

for an η1 monoanionic hyponitrite radical transition-metal
complex. In addition to NO disproportionation,34−36 transition
metal hyponitrite species are invoked as intermediates in NO
reduction catalysis for environmental safety37,38 and in the
naturally occurring enzyme NOR.39 In the few cases where
hyponitrite can be isolated, it exists as a closed shell dianion. As
a dianion, only in select cases it is reported to react further with
NO to release N2O or with acid to produce H2O.

40,41 In more
active catalytic systems, such as NOR, hyponitrite intermediates
are also invoked,42,43 but have not been observed as
monoanionic radicals. Indeed, so far N2O2

− has only been
observed transiently by UV−vis spectroscopy or studied in
frozen gas matrices.44−51

■ CONCLUSION

We have shown through site-specific spectroscopy and a host of
complementary evidence that Fe2+-MOF-5 promotes nitric
oxide disproportionation to release N2O. This report is a rare
example of unusual redox transformations occurring at the
metal nodes of a MOF with well characterized changes to their
coordination environment and oxidation state. Among the
systems known to facilitate nitric oxide disproportionation,
Fe2+-MOF-5 is one of the only examples where the mechanism
must involve a single iron atom. In homogeneous systems, this
mechanistic aspect has been contentious, since bimolecular
species can rarely be fully discounted. By elucidating how this
reaction occurs at the site-isolated metal sites in a MOF, we
hope to learn about mechanistically similar reactions, such as
the N−N coupling of 2 equiv of NO in nitric oxide reductase to
produce N2O, and to optimize these materials as unique
platforms for NxOy reduction catalysis. More generally, our
study shows that the metal nodes of MOFs offer a platform for
studying reactions of both industrial and biological relevance.

■ METHODS
In Situ DRIFTS. Measurements were performed on a Bruker

Tensor 37 with a mercury cadmium telluride detector cooled to 77 K.
Data were collected in the ‘MIR_DRIFTS’ mode with a 6 mm
aperture setting and a KBr beam splitter. The data were averaged over
14 scans between 5000 and 650 cm−1 every 15 s. Fully activated Fe-
MOF-5 was loaded into a Harrick low temperature environmental
chamber and attached to a Harrick Praying Mantis accessory to
perform DRIFTS measurements. A measurement was taken of the
sample under dynamic vacuum at room temperature, then NO/N2 was
added from a 100 mL Schlenk flask through a Swagelok valve. A
spectrum was collected immediately afterward and at regular intervals
thereafter.

XAS. Experiments were conducted in the bending magnet beamline
of the Materials Research Collaborative Access Team (MRCAT) at
the Advanced Photon Source (APS), Argonne National Laboratory.
XAS data were acquired at the Fe K-edge (7.112 keV) in transmission
step scan mode with photon energies selected using a water-cooled,
double-crystal Si(111) monochromator. The monochromator was
detuned by approximately 50%, reducing harmonic reflections. The
ionization chambers were optimized for the maximum current with
linear response (∼1010 photons detected/s) with 10% absorption
(30% N2 and 70% He) in the incident ion chamber and 70%
absorption (90% N2 and 10% Ar) in the transmission detector.

Each solid standard sample was mixed with boron nitride to a
weight ratio of about 4% Fe and the MOF samples were loaded in a
glovebox as neat powders. The samples were ground with a mortar
and pestle to a uniform size and composition, and then approximately
5−10 mg of the mixture was pressed into a cylindrical sample holder
consisting of six wells with a radius of 4.0 mm, forming a self-
supporting wafer. An Fe foil spectrum was acquired simultaneously
with each measurement for energy calibration. The sample holder was
placed in a quartz tube (1 in. o.d., 10 in. length) sealed with Kapton
windows by two Ultra-Torr fittings and then used for transmission
mode measurement.

The edge energy of the X-ray absorption near edge structure
(XANES) spectrum was determined from the inflection point in the
edge, i.e., the maximum in the first derivative of the XANES spectrum.

Table 2. Selected Frequencies of Model Compounds with Assignmentsa

−ONNO− ONNO− ONN−O −NO2 −ONO−

1430, 1429 (m) νN−N 1442, 1419 (s) νN−O 1429, 1407 (m) νN−O 1417, 1394 (s) νN−O (ant) 1237, 1216 (w) νN−O (sym)

1426, 1381 (m) νN−N 1164, 1140 (m) νN−O 1158, 1131 (m) νN−O 1267, 1250 (s) νN−O (sym) 1168, 1136 (m) νN−O (ant)

749, 734 (m) νO−NN−O 772, 749 (m) νN−N 982, 956 (w) νN−N 752, 745 (m) δONO
aIntensities are indicated in parentheses and 15N isotope shifts in italics.
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The pre-edge energy was determined from the maximum of the pre-
edge peak. Experimental phase shift and back scattering amplitude
were used to fit the EXAFS data. Fe−O phase shift and back scattering
amplitude were obtained from reference compounds: Fe(acac)3 (6
Fe−O at 1.91 Å). Background removal and normalization procedures
were carried out using the Athena software package using standard
methods. Standard procedures based on WinXAS 3.2 software were
used to extract the extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS)
data. The coordination parameters were obtained by a least-square fit
in R-space of the nearest neighbor, k2-weighted Fourier transform data.
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